We discuss the feasibility of applying Diagrammatic Monte-Carlo algorithms to the weakcoupling expansions of asymptotically free quantum field theories, taking the large-N limit of the O (N) sigma-model as the simplest example where exact results are available. We use stereographic mapping from the sphere to the real plane to set up the perturbation theory, which results in a small bare mass term proportional to the coupling λ . Counting the powers of coupling associated with higher-order interaction vertices, we arrive at the double-series representation for the dynamically generated mass gap in powers of both λ and log(λ ), which converges quite quickly to the exact non-perturbative answer. We also demonstrate that it is feasible to obtain the coefficients of these double series by a Monte-Carlo sampling in the space of Feynman diagrams. In particular, the sign problem of such sampling becomes milder at small λ , that is, close to the continuum limit.
Introduction
Diagrammatic Monte-Carlo (DiagMC) algorithms [1, 2] which stochastically sample strongor weak-coupling expansion diagrams provide a useful alternative to the standard Monte-Carlo algorithms which are based on stochastic sampling of field configurations. In recent years, DiagMC algorithms attracted a lot of interest from lattice QCD community as a prospective tool for reducing the sign problem in lattice QCD simulations at finite chemical potential [3, 5, 4, 6, 7] . So far, all attempts to apply DiagMC to non-Abelian lattice gauge theories are based on the few lowest orders of the strong-coupling expansion of the QCD partition function. This approach turns out to be very efficient, since already the lowest order of strong-coupling expansion captures quark confinement, a fundamental feature of QCD. However, these algorithms become in general inapplicable as one approaches the continuum limit, since one has to take into account more and more terms in the strong coupling expansion. For Abelian gauge theories [8, 9, 10] as well as for O (N) and CP N sigma-models [11, 12, 13] , strong-coupling expansion can be organized into series with positive coefficients, which can be sampled to arbitrary order using the worm-type DiagMC algorithms. For finite-volume systems, such sampling yields accurate results even close to the continuum limit (or the quantum phase transition).
Unfortunately, up to now no efficient ways of automated and systematically improvable stochastic sampling of strong-coupling expansions in lattice systems with SU (N)-valued degrees of freedom (including lattice QCD) are known. Moreover, one can expect that at large orders of strong-coupling expansion some terms in the series become negative, thus leading to a (real) sign problem in DiagMC. This sign problem should become quite severe close to the continuum, where large factors proportional to negative powers of coupling should cancel to yield a small result close to unity (e.g. for the mean plaquette). The situation might become even more problematic in the large-N limit, where the strong-and weak-coupling regimes are expected to be separated by a quantum phase transition [14] .
In this situation it seems tempting to devise DiagMC algorithms which are based on the conventional weak-coupling perturbation theory, where diagrammatic rules are comparatively easy to obtain. Before turning to real simulations of lattice field theories with non-Abelian degrees of freedom (such as principal chiral models or non-Abelian lattice gauge theories), in these Proceedings we discuss the feasibility of such approach on the simplest example of the exactly solvable O (N) sigma-model on the lattice in the large-N limit. This model has been traditionally considered as the "minimal working example" for nontrivial features of the perturbative expansions in more complicated asymptotically free QFTs [15, 16, 17, 18] . At the leading order in 1/N expansion, only Feynman diagrams of "cactus" topology (see Fig. 1 for an illustration) contribute to the weakcoupling expansion of this model, which allows one to obtain high-order expansion coefficients by a simple recursive procedure. Our aim here is to study whether these coefficients could be in principle obtained by Monte-Carlo sampling in the space of "cactus"-like Feynman diagrams. The space of such diagrams is certainly a subspace of a larger space of diagrams which should be sampled in generic DiagMC simulations of e.g. principal chiral models or non-Abelian lattice gauge theories.
Having started with such a motivation, we immediately face the following conceptual problem: in asymptotically free QFTs the mass gap is typically non-perturbative and has the form m 2 ∼ e −β 0 /λ , where β 0 is the zeroth order term in the expansion of the beta-function and λ is the t'Hooft coupling constant. This statement is true also in the large-N limit, where the number of Feynman diagrams which contribute at a given order of 1/N expansion is known to grow exponentially with diagram order. Now if at the leading order of the 1/N expansion the contribution of all diagrams is finite 1 , the result of summation over them should be analytic in λ at least in some vicinity of λ = 0. Thus the only way in which the non-perturbative scale can emerge is through IR divergences in some of the diagrams. However, DiagMC simulations would be problematic if not impossible with such divergences. One possible way to deal with them would be to introduce some IR regulator and extrapolate it to zero after the simulations, which introduces yet another potential source of systematic errors. Such approach is used, e.g., in numerical stochastic perturbation theory [19] and allows one to observe the IR renormalon non-summability of the perturbative expansion [20, 21] , which should persist even in the large-N limit. Another possible way is to use some sort of "bold" DiagMC algorithm [22, 23] where the diagrams are partially re-summed so that the bare mass term appears. So far, however, "bold" DiagMC algorithms typically rely on some truncation of vertices in the Schwinger-Dyson equations and thus appear to be quite model-dependent.
In these Proceedings we show that certain parameterizations of field variables remove IR divergences in a self-consistent way even from "undressed" Feynman diagrams by introducing a small bare mass proportional to the coupling λ . The resulting series, however, no longer have a conventional form of power series in λ , but are rather double series both in λ and in log λ , somewhat reminiscent of trans-series. Here we take a closer look at the structure of such series and demonstrate numerically that they converge to the exact nonperturbative answer. We also show that the coefficients of these series can be obtained by a Monte-Carlo sampling in the space of Feynman diagrams, with the sign problem becoming milder in the continuum limit.
Large-N O (N) sigma-model in stereographic coordinates
Field variables in the O (N) sigma model are N-component unit vectors n a x , a = 0 . . . N − 1 attached to the sites of the two-dimensional square lattice, which we label by x. The Euclidean partition function is given by
where 
λ which is manifestly non-perturbative in λ . The standard way to arrive at the weak-coupling perturbative expansion is, however, to expand around the minimum-energy configuration with all n x aligned in one direction, say, in the direction with a = 0. A consistent perturbative expansion should then restore the O (N) symmetry. In order to perform such expansion, we need to introduce some coordinates φ ix , i = 1 . . . N − 1 parameterizing the vectors n x , such that φ ix = 0 corresponds to the minimum-energy configuration with n x = const. In this work, we use the stereographic mapping
from the whole real space R N−1 to the whole sphere S N 2 . The integration measure on S N in terms of stereographic coordinates φ reads (see Appendix A for the derivation)
Using (2.2) and (2.3), we can express the partition function as an integral over the fields φ x . In order to carry out the perturbative expansion, it is convenient to explicitly separate the "free" part of the action which is quadratic in φ x from the interaction part, which contains higher powers of φ x multiplied by some positive powers of the coupling constant λ : We thus see that due to the nontrivial integration measure in terms of the fields φ x the bare "mass term" λ /2 appears in the quadratic part of the action. The appearance of such a bare mass term is quite generic and perhaps the only mapping from R N−1 to S N in which it does not appear is n 0 = 1 − cφ 2 , n i = √ cφ i , with c being some constant [15] . Having written the partition function and the action in the form (2.4), now we can regard our O (N) sigma-model simply as a large-N quantum scalar field theory with infinitely many interaction vertices. The standard way to the exact solution of such theories is to consider the SchwingerDyson equations, which in the large-N limit reduce to a single equation on the two-point correlation function φ x · φ y (for completeness, we derive this equation in Appendix B). All correlators with larger number of field operators reduce to the products of φ x · φ y . Using the momentum-space representation of the two-point function φ x · φ y =
over the square Brillouin zone p 1 , p 2 ∈ [−π, π], we can write the Schwinger-Dyson equations as
where
is the momentum-space representation of the lattice Laplacian in (2.1) and we have denoted σ 0 ≡ λ /2 and ξ ≡
. By virtue of translational invariance, these quantities do not depend on x. The first two summands on the r.h.s. of this equation correspond to the quadratic part of the action in (2.4). The notation σ 0 ≡ λ /2 for the bare self-energy term is introduced to facilitate the formal counting of the positive powers of λ associated with the vertices (rather than lines) of the Feynman diagrams, which we perform in the next Section.
From the form of the equation (2.5) one can immediately conclude that the momentum-space two-point function G (p) should have the form of the free scalar field propagator with the wavefunction renormalization factor z 2 (λ ) and the self-energy σ (λ ):
In other words, the large-N limit of our model is completely characterized by the two functions z (λ ) and σ (λ ). In order to shorten the notation, in what follows we omit the arguments of σ and z. From the Schwinger-Dyson equations (2.5) one can readily deduce the following equations for z and σ :
where we have defined
The last equality holds for sufficiently small values of σ , and since we are mainly interested in the continuum limit where σ indeed should be very small, we will use the latter expression with O (σ ) terms omitted. Substituting σ 0 = λ /2 into the equations (2.7), we obtain the following exact solutions for z (λ ) and σ (λ ):
which explicitly demonstrates that the dynamically generated mass term m (λ ) = σ (λ ) is nonperturbative in the coupling constant λ . Using this exact solution, it is also easy to check that the O (N) symmetry is indeed restored with our parameterization of S N in terms of stereographic coordinates (2.2). Namely, the expectation value of n 0 x is zero, and thus the model forgets about the preferred direction a = 0 which we have chosen to set up our perturbative expansion.
Formal perturbative expansion using stereographic coordinates 3.1 Double series in λ and log (λ )
The standard way to appear at the perturbative expansion is to expand the exponent of the interacting part of the action in power series and to explicitly integrate the resulting polynomials of field variables with the Gaussian weight containing the free part of the action. In this process, one can treat the "bare mass" term λ 2 φ 2 x in two ways. First, if one is interested in the conventional form of perturbative series which contain only positive powers of λ , one can include this term in the interacting part of the action and leave only the massless kinetic term in the free action. In this case, however, perturbation theory would be plagued by infrared problems and one would need to introduce some some IR regulator in the form of e.g. twisted boundary conditions, as is commonly done in numerical stochastic perturbation theory [19] .
In this work, we regard the term λ 2 φ 2 x as a part of the free action, so that the free propagator becomes massive and thus IR divergences in bare perturbation theory are cured. In this case, however, the power counting of λ is not well defined, since not only the vertices, but also the bare lines of Feynman diagrams have nontrivial dependence on λ . In order to avoid any ambiguities in such power counting, let us for the moment forget about the relation between σ 0 and λ in the Schwinger-Dyson equations (2.5). We are now looking for the solution in form of the formal power series in λ :
with z 0 = 1. From the above equations one can recursively express z k (σ 0 ) and σ k (σ 0 ) in terms of all lower-order coefficients z l (σ 0 ), σ l (σ 0 ) with l < k. Such recursion is mathematically equivalent to the summation of all the Feynman diagrams of a given order which contribute to the two-point function G (p). In the large-N limit of our model, only the diagrams with the "cactus" topology contribute, see Fig. 1 for an illustration. In the process of recursion, we still treat σ 0 as a parameter independent of λ , that is, we do not take into account the equality σ 0 = λ /2 when expanding (2.7) in powers of λ . which can be represented in the following general form:
where each monomial term at fixed k, l, i corresponds to a certain "cactus"-like diagram. Of course, if we have summed over a more general class of diagrams (e.g. planar diagrams), in the coefficients σ k (σ 0 ) we would also encounter more complicated functions of σ 0 other than just logs and powers.
We obtain the coefficients σ k (σ 0 ) up to some finite order k max using automated symbolic algebra and truncate the series (3.1) by summing over all orders k up to k max . After that, we substitute σ 0 → λ /2. As a result, we obtain the truncated double series in powers of both λ and log (λ ) of the form
and similarly for z (λ , k max ). It is important to stress that since upon the substitution σ 0 → λ /2 the coefficients σ k (σ 0 ) contain also negative powers of λ , even coefficients σ k (σ 0 ) with large k contribute to the coefficients σ l,k with small k in the expansion (3.3), including the ones with k = 0. In order to check whether the coefficients σ k,l have some well-defined limit as k max → ∞, on the top right plot in Fig. 1 we show the dependence of some of these coefficients on 1/k max at fixed k and l. It seems that at least the few lowest-order coefficients do converge to certain limits at k max → ∞.
Convergence of double series
Next, we check how well do the series (3.1) truncated at the finite order k max approximate the exact results (2.9). To this end on Fig. 2 we compare the results of the summation of truncated series for the renormalization factor z (λ , k max ) and the renormalized mass m (λ , k max ) = σ (λ , k max ) with exact results (2.9). We see that the dynamically generated mass m (λ , k max ) converges quite quickly to the exact result, and linear extrapolation to 1/k max = 0 is enough to reproduce it within several percents. It is also interesting that while at small k max the truncated sum is always larger than the exact result, at larger values of k max m (λ , k max ) develops some sort of bend, at which it goes below the exact result and then turns upward again. This bend is most clearly seen at large values of λ , however, it seems that at smaller values of λ it still occurs at very small values of 1/k max , which we do not reach with our numerical recursion.
In our opinion, such a quick convergence of the double series of the form (3.3) to the exact function m (λ ) in (2.9) which has an essential singularity at λ = 0 is a remarkable fact, and it would be interesting to understand the mathematical structure of the double series (3.3) and the possible relation to trans-series [24] in more details. In particular, let us notice that the perturbative expansion of the O (N) sigma model admits also the representation in terms of the general resurgent trans-series, which are the triple series in λ , log (λ ) and e −S 0 /λ , with S 0 being the action of unstable classical solutions [25] . In these triple series, sub-series in powers of λ are divergent, and the whole expression only makes sense due to delicate cancellations between the ambiguities of Borel re-summation of sub-series in λ and the factors e −S 0 /λ . However, if we perform the perturbative analysis using the representation (2.4), there are additional terms in the action coming from the nontrivial integration measure (2.3) in terms of the fields φ ix . These terms are of course not present in the classical action, and hence the field configurations of kink and bion type [25] which are unstable solutions of the classical equations of motions are no longer the extrema of the action in (2.4). It would be interesting to check whether the inclusion of the Jacobian into the action can completely eliminate non-perturbative saddle points. If this could be the case, it is not surprising that triple resurgent trans-series in powers of λ , log (λ ) and e −S 0 /λ reduce to the double series of the form (3.3) which only involve λ and log (λ ).
A regularization of divergent power series somewhat similar to (3.3) was also considered in [26] , where divergent series were approximated by another series involving fractional powers λ 1/m of the coupling λ . In view of the identity log (λ ) = lim m→∞ m λ 1/m − 1 , it is not unfeasible that the regularization of [26] can be related to the double series (3.3). Note, however, that in contrast to [26] in our case we do not need any additional extrapolation parameter which would control the convergence of the series -it is enough just to calculate the series to sufficiently high order.
On the other hand, for the renormalization factor z (λ , k max ) the convergence to the exact answer z (λ ) = 2 is not so fast, and linear extrapolation from finite k max ∼ O (10) is not enough to reproduce it with sufficiently good precision. It seems that z (λ , k max ) has some weak logarithmic or fractional power singularity at 1/k max = 0.
Sampling and reweighting in Diagrammatic Monte-Carlo
Let us now imagine, that we are not aware of the exact solution (2.9), and we try to find the coefficients z k (σ 0 ) and σ k (σ 0 ) in (3.1) by incorporating a generic DiagMC algorithm. Namely, we sample the bare Feynman diagrams with the probability proportional to their weight. For our model, the weights of individual "cactus"-like Feynman diagrams (with internal momenta already integrated out) correspond to the coefficients of the monomial terms in (3.2). Since in our case these coefficient can be both positive and negative, for Monte-Carlo sampling we could take the absolute value of the diagram weight and treat the sign by reweighting. We denote the sum in (3.2) with all coefficients c k,l,i taken by absolute value as σ ′ k (σ 0 ). Inserting the coefficients σ ′ k (σ 0 ) into the series (3.1) instead of σ k (σ 0 ) and restricting the summation over k to k ≤ k max , we obtain the function σ ′ (λ , k max ).
We first check whether the sum of the absolute values of diagram weights is finite in the limit k max → ∞, so that individual weights can be interpreted as probabilities. To this end, on the bottom left plot on Fig. 1 we plot σ ′ (λ , k max ) as a function of k max . This plot indicates that σ ′ (λ , k max ) has no finite limit at k max → ∞, and the resulting double series are divergent unless one takes into account sign cancellations. In practice, however, this divergence can be quite easily circumvented by separately sampling the diagrams of different order and subsequent explicit summation (see e.g. [27] ).
Provided one can deal with the divergence of the series being sampled, the next question is then how strong are cancellations between same-order diagrams with positive and negative weights. To answer this question, on the right bottom plot on Fig. 1 we show the ratios of the coefficients σ k (σ 0 ) (where diagram weights retain their sign) to σ ′ k (σ 0 ) (where the diagram weights are summed by absolute value). If this ratio is small, then sign cancellations are important. We see that the sign cancellations are quite important for high orders k, where the absolute values of σ k (σ 0 ) and σ ′ k (σ 0 ) differ two or three orders of magnitude. However, at small values of λ the sign cancellations become milder and only weakly depend on the diagram order k. Since small values of λ correspond to the physically most interesting continuum limit, this is a very promising observation. Of course, one should still keep in mind that according to Fig. 2 one should take into account more and more terms in the expansion when approaching the continuum limit, but this is not a principal problem for DiagMC algorithms.
Conclusions
In these Proceedings, we have considered the weak-coupling perturbative expansion of the O (N) sigma-model in the large-N limit, taking the practical perspective of sampling Feynman diagrams by a generic DiagMC algorithm. In order to set up the perturbative expansion, we have used the stereographic mapping. As a result, bare propagators have acquired a small bare mass term proportional to the coupling λ . Counting only the positive powers of λ associated with interaction vertices, we have arrived at the double series representation which involves powers of both λ and log (λ ). We have numerically checked the convergence of these series to the exact results, which turned out to be particularly fast for the dynamically generated mass gap and slower for the renormalization factor. Moreover, we have demonstrated that it is feasible to obtain the relevant series coefficients by a fictitious Monte-Carlo sampling in the space of bare Feynman diagrams. Interestingly, the sign problem which appears in such a sampling becomes milder as we approach the continuum limit at λ → 0. These observations are very promising for further applications of DiagMC algorithms to asymptotically free field theories, most notably for the U (N) principal chiral models and for non-Abelian gauge theories on the lattice. Similarly to the stereographic mapping (2.2) from the sphere S N to the real space R N−1 , one can also use the stereographic mapping g = 1−iφ 1+1φ from U (N) group to the (whole) space of Hermitian matrices φ , which would also result in a bare mass term proportional to λ once the nontrivial integration measure is included into the action [28] . Let us note that the exponential mapping g = e iφ , which is most commonly used for constructing lattice perturbation theory [19] , also results in a small addition to the quadratic part of the action. However, this additional term has the double-trace structure and one flat direction in the space of φ , which makes the automated construction of perturbation theory more complicated (for an explicit demonstration, see Appendix C). that φ = diag (λ 1 , . . . , λ N ). Then the metric form can be written as
where the indices i, j run from 1 to N and in the last line we have already performed the integrations over z 1 and z 2 . We thus see that upon the diagonalization of φ the metric form also becomes diagonal. Hence the invariant integration measure, which is the square root of the determinant of the metric form, is the product of the diagonal elements (and we have to remember that dφ i j for i > j is a complex number and hence has two components). Thus we arrive at the following general expression for the SU (N) Haar measure in terms of Hermitian matrices φ :
where const denotes an overall φ -independent normalization factor and M is some N 2 -dimensional region in the N 2 -dimensional space R N 2 of the Hermitian N × N matrices φ . The U (N) group manifold is uniquely covered by the integration in (C.3) if M is bounded by the N 2 − 1-dimensional manifolds at which at least two eigenvalues of φ coincide. E.g. in the case of U (2) group, M belongs to the four-dimensional real space R 4 and is the direct product of the 3-dimensional ball and the one-dimensional circle S 1 . It is also instructive to reduce the integration over φ in the above expression to integration over eigenvalues λ i (which is reasonable for U (N)-invariant functions which depend only on the eigenvalues of φ ). We then arrive at the expectable result We thus see that for the exponential map g = e iφ the exponentiated measure also includes the terms which are quadratic in φ and which will therefore produce some bare mass terms in the bare propagators of the field φ . It is also interesting to see the appearance of the double-trace term Tr φ Tr φ . However, this quadratic part of the integration measure has a flat direction for which φ is proportional to the identity matrix, which might still lead to IR divergences. Furthermore, when constructing perturbative expansions, one typically extends the integration from M to the whole real space R N 2 of Hermitian matrices. We see that with the exponential map such extension results in multiple covering of the U (N) group manifold, which should be amended by introducing ghost fields. It seems thus that the exponential mapping would lead to a more complicated structure of the perturbative expansion than the stereographic one (see [28] for the derivation of the SU (N) integration measure in terms of stereographic coordinates).
